


Kiamehr Vision
Kiamehr Vision WITH MORE 
THAN 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
AND BRILLIANT RESUME Under 
global titles Operated is ready 
to provide superior services in 
the exhibition and decoration 
industry. The location of activities 
is All around the world Kiamehr 
Vision Company was established 
in 1990 in Tehran and for many 

years has successfully completed 
various construction and  
installation projects and other 
infrastructure projects in the 
country by observing all technical 
and quality principles.
This company, with its  xperienced, 
specialized and committed 
human resources, has stepped 
into various projects during the 
ups and downs of the country and 
has gained a wealth of experience 
and competence over more than 
thirty years. Also, due to gaining 
significant and valuable records 
in the projects it has completed, 
it is considered as one of the 
leading and first-rate companies 
in the field of implementation of 
its projects in the country.
Kiamehr Vision Company›s 
reputation is thanks to its ability 
to design excellence in the 
implementation of its projects.
The capable management and 
reputation of the company is the 
result of years of experience in 
using the maximum technical and 
engineering capabilities of the 
country which has been done by 
updated methods.



These efforts are due to the 
hard team work, interest and 
perseverance of experienced 
and specialized employees of the 
company.
After a break of several years in the 
company›s activities, in 2016, the 
new board of directors decided to 
fully revive the company in order 
to maintain the valuable activities 
of the company›s founder and 
more than 30 years of history 
by breaking the boundaries of 
science and practice and borders. 
Geography can take a big step 
in synchronizing art and industry 
with modern methods of the 
world.

And Now, Kiamehr Vision 
Company, by merging and 
cooperating with its powerful 
business partners in all parts 
of the world, such as Frankfurt, 
Istanbul and Abu Dhabi, has 
opened branches and specializes 
in booth construction, exhibition 
services and perfect decoration 
is proud to provide services for 
dear customers.



International Expos
EXHIBITION SERVICES PACKAGE



SARAY ALÜMİNYUM

SİSTEM ALÜMİNYUM



MICROFIBRES

KLEIDCO



360 GIDA

AKPA ALÜMİNYUM



SERTEX

TAÇ



TERİŞ KİMYA

SARAY ALÜMİNYUM 2



TAÇ

ASAŞ ALÜMİNYUM



URTİM 2019 YAPI FUARI

PGPICC



ALBOND

BYART GROUP



ASAŞ ALÜMİNYUM

FAKİR HAUSGERATE



FATİH ÖKÇ

CAKES BAKES



GOLDMASTER

KADİFE HALI



BOSTAN ROAD



FEMINA

GOLDEN LINE



MEMNAN MAKINA

SARAY

MOBILE HOUSE



Tehran branch:

KAVOUSI ALLEY- VAZIRIPOUR ST

No26- UNIT 18

MIRDAMAD- TEHRAN- IRAN

Istanbul branch:

ÇUKUR MH- TARLABAŞI BLV

TAKSİM 360- DR:48 KAT:5

BEYOĞLU- İSTANBUL- TURKEY

Contact info
TURKEY
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